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The Evolution of the Palestinian Local System

By
Dr. Hussein Al A’raj

Deputy Minister
Ministry of Local Government

The Palestinian leadership and on top of it H. E. The President Yassir Arafat realized early the

importance of the local system and it‘s role in building and development of the political future

and the extent of it‘s role in preparing amt building of the political thought‚ and the shape of the

forthcoming local system of the Palestinian state and therefor a ministry was created to take care

of these systems

More important was the early thinking of local government, and not local administration and

therefor the wise leadership worked on a wise thought to (begin where the others finished) And

in this field many efforts were put together from the Palestinian thinkers‚ educated, laborers and

other forces of the Palestinian National Authority through the MOLG to build Local units

backing the central government in the struggle for building the institutions and rebuilding the

infrastructure

The Palestinian local systems has a long history where these systems went through many

obstacles and difficulties just like the Palestinian citizen himself who went through many defeats

Recently the local units went through (3) decades since its beginning until today

These are the most important phases‚ politically and historically which the local units went

through‚ and it represents in other forms the developments that affected the Palestinian society

itself:

• The Ottoman Era ‚ where the Municipalities of Palestine all began since 1877, where the

law of the „Administration sections“ and also the municipal law.



• The British Mandate Era, (1917- 1948) There were many laws and systems for the local

units‚ most important was the law of 1934.

• The Jordanian and Egyptian Era‚ where the laws of 1954 and 1955 and 1960 were

introduced in the West Bank, and the order # 507 of 1957 in Gaza Strip.

• The Era of the Israeli Occupation since 1967 until the coming of Palestinian National

Authority‚ and these laws were passed in the form of „Military Orders“ which put a halt

on the development of the Palestinian local units.

• This Era of the PNA went through the first (2) laws by the Palestinian Legislative Council

and were endorsed by H. E President Yassir Arafat and they arc.

- The law of elections of local units 1997

- The law of local units.

These laws where started to be worked with immediately‚ and according to them new basic laws

were created according to the world systems‚ and taking in consideration the Palestinian private

reality, and unifying the laws in our homeland to include West Bank and Gaza Strip, and many

other laws are in the works now being prepared.

Every community must have an administration to take care of it‘s interests and which will grow

and be more sophisticated and variety before the evolution of the statehood idea‚ came the idea

of the local systems, which goes back to old ages which is represented in a group of people who

have common interests and live on a limited geographical spot and they need joint services.

In short we can say that the idea of local systems came before the idea of statehood. And after all

the complications which were created because of the establishment of the state and it‘s big role

and its complications which were created because of the establishment of the state and its big

role and its complications and needs, and the widening of its role.

To establish these local systems under the doctrine of Local Governance it was inevitable for the

legislator to act in order to transfer part of the Central Government‘s Authorities to elected Local

Councils. The Said Councils will work on handling life issues of the populations. These Councils



should also have significant and legal character‚ and independent treasure. Hence, an effective

local governance system able to manage the populations affairs should be acknowledged by the

legislator with advanced degree of administrative and financial decentralizations.

What distinguish a local government system from another is the degree of decentralisation that

this system enjoys. Particularly, Financial decentralisation that minimize the intervention of the

central government. The local systems are the mirror of the state. These systems reflect the real

look of Socio Economic and political systems of the state. The local systems in Palestine

underwent in different historical periods‚ which yielded the various local systems known in

Palestine. These systems started to emerge since the issuance of the 1877 local law until the PNA

started to establish the Central Authority on these local councils and devolve to the them the

taxations‚ levies and fines collection for the benefit of the Central Government, which makes the

local Councils as the tool of the Central Government.

The legal statements‚ practices of appointment for local Councils, laws and regulations issuance

away from people‘s participation and involvement clearly represent the domination of the

Central Authority.

Other Countries in general and the Authorised personnel on local Governance in Palestine in

particular, realised that in order to materialise the local Governance doctrine‚ the following has

to be done:

(1) In order to enable local councils to perform efficiently and fully‚ these councils must be

freely elected by people. The democratic representation is a cornerstone in the

establishment of local government system.

(2) Financial independence away from the influence of the central government. The people‘s

participation and empowerment should be beyond election through involvement in check

and balance, local committees in drawing the policy and decisionmaking.

(3) Local contributions through public - private partnership. People‘s organisations and NGOs

to develop the localities voluntarily.

(4) People‘s empowerment in managing and running the local councils.



(5) These local councils should have there own managerial and financial systems away from

the beaurucratic procedures on the national level.

(6) The legislator should acknowledge the specific characters of each locality (if it exists),

which should be given special attention to remedy the situation.

All the local systems established since law of 1877 until the establishment of PNA in 1994, were

local units who suffer from lack of administrative concentration, and were branches for

ministries and agencies of the central Authority. Despite of this long history (almost three

centuries)‚ None of the modern theories and doctrines did not clearly emerge because of the

central Government‘s intention. But on the contrary of that, it was local administration units

known as „local Administration“ ruled by central institutions and ministries which relied on it in

financing and passing it‘s rules and decisions and it‘s poor administration‚ technicality, and poor

need for plans even if it was short ones, and it‘s concentration on basic services.

Also, the situation was ruled by the fact that it wasn‘t elected but appointed, where many

municipalities were disbanded and a new one reappointed instead . Also, there was no team-

work spirit and no social contribution, and no inventions of new ideas, and the stiffness in laws

which were put from above, meaning the central government.

The decentralization evolution of the present Palestinian system

A real revolution was started in the Palestinian local systems since the coming of the PNA after

1994 and it was guided by the fast direction for new and modern local government systems and

what followed parallel in building and creating new local government units where the number of

the newly created municipalities became 78 municipality, and other village councils‚ and joint

services councils, and projects councils, and all this was topped by the creation of the

„Palestinian Municipal Union“.

The Decentralisation view, specifically going out of die way of die centralisation and using the

style of non-central administration in die shadows of the local Palestinian systems since the

coming of the PNA had many reasons:



1. The nationalistic and freedom views of the Palestinian people.

2. This was a normal reaction against the severe centralisation and military administration

which were used by the Israeli occupation.

3. The democratic view which was the leading stream now in the state‘s advanced local

system of the state.

4. The expertise and the direction towards decentralisation which is now available at the

MOLG on the side of local or International experts, who work on improving and

supporting of the local Systems.

The expectations through the evaluation of the present period continually and the efforts being

exerted and the clear indications on the ground through the past years indicates that we will

reach this stage at the year 2020, and these indications are:

a. The new direction within the ranks of the administration of the ministry and the PNA

institutions take on the direction of the basics of local Government, not local

administration.

b. The extreme need by the Palestinian Municipalities towards achieving more duties and

starting to use non conventional duties, and the great interest in jobs which did not have a

local type during the past 2 periods.

c. The general social direction towards the existence of a civil society.

d. The direction towards creating and encouragement of the self - financing sources‚ which

was the base of creating the local Government for example‚ the rnunicipalities have

contributed around $ 150 Million Dollars in financing it‘s own projects‚ from it‘s private

balance during the past years.

e. Acordingly‚ the central government represented by the highest Authority in the state‚ and

the MOLG has created the (Palestinian Municipal Union) which is considered to be a pilot

experiment in this field, putting Palestine on the world‘s map of local thoughts



f. After reviewing the laws of (local government units law) and (law of elections of local

government units)‚ we notice the difference from the old laws towards more

decentralisation and privatisation.

g. The wide realization of the Palestinian street and the strong and wide participation of the

Palestinian citizens in joining the administration of Local Government units in Palestine‚

where our experience in the past few years has emphasized that this free participation is an

indicative on the great interest of the Palestinian local systems among the Palestinian

street.

h. To put brakes on the roles of the MOLG on the municipalities compared to the past

periods‚ if we simply compare between the past and new laws (Palestinian)‚ we can clearly

see the roles given to the municipalities.

i. The creation of units or local community units in most of the Palestinian populated areas

during the past period when it was rare to find a populated area without a local community

unit to look after it.

The MOLG will seek to achieve towards the following objectives

1. To create a Local Government unit in every Palestinian populated area, whatever the

number of people might be.

2. To create Local Government units that are directly elected from people and within the law

of (Elections for Palestinian local Government units).of 1997.

3. Working on improving and implementing of the roles and authorities of the Local

Government units and extending its field like Health Education‚ Police Force‚ Culture‚ and

social work to reach Local Government.

4. Working on continuously improving die infrastructure and services in the municipalities to

create a right atmosphere for local investment and development, which is considered to be

the basis for total development.



5. To continuously close the gaps between the rural and urban areas in Palestine‚ to reach a

parallel - service society.

6. Working on continuously Planning and Zoning of all the Palestinian lands according to the

modern systems to use the lands and properties efficiently.

7. Working on continuously creating populated areas, working on the basis of (Joint Services

Units) and creating municipalities in the main cities such as Jerusalem (The Capital)‚ Gaza,

Hebron, and Nablus for example.

8. Continuously improving the abilities of the workers and employees of the municipalities

according to specific laws.

9. Continuously embody the financial decentralisation in Local Government in general.

10. Improving the role of the (Palestinian Union of local Government Units) to develop the

role of these units and the continuos arrangements between them on the local level, and as

a framework to join the Arab Unions‚ Islamic Unions and International and regional levels

on the outer levels.
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   Build and maintain democratic and
decentralized local government institutions that
are capable to participate in the development of
social and economic life of inhabitants and
provide efficient affordable and high quality
services that are governed by modern laws and
regulations to support and regulate and facilitate
their work.

Mission



Long term Objectives

• Make sure that every locality in Palestine is served through a
local government institution toward alleviating the existing
discrepancies between urban and rural areas.

• Build sustainable local government institutions that are capable
to deliver the best services and participate in the development of
the community.

• Unify Local government laws by-laws and practices in Palestine
• Develop financial and managerial systems and practices for

better decision making in the local government institutions
• Introduce and implement the following practices: transparency,

competition, and continuous development a among local
government institutions



Short-term objectives

• Build LG institution at each locality
• Develop the local government law and by-laws, zoning and planning law,

civil servant law, property tax law, and all other relevant laws and regulations
• Unify the accounting systems and replace the cash based with accrual and

modified accrual base
• Enhance the current sources of income and Introduce new sources including

transfers from central government to LG, that will enable LG institutions to
deliver better services and become self sustainable

• Introduce the computerization in finance, revenue, mapping and planning for
better and accurate decision making

• Make sure that current sources are utilized; budgets are followed for the
benefits of customers by building qualified and efficient monitoring system
that insures transparence, competitiveness and proficiently.



To respond to the challenging
objectives, MLG had

Established district offices at 16 govern rates and  various

departments at the central level that deal directly with LG

institutions including:

– Financial department

– Legal and advisory department

– Inspection and follow up

– Planning and zoning

– Property and building license

– Projects department



• MIDP1, B2000, MIDP2, CDP with the World Bank
• LRDP with UNDP
• Decentralization and democracy with USAID
• Central Gaza area with Dutch Government
• Rafah and central level at MLG with Canada fund
• Plus other several training programs with other donors

including Spanish, French,  Germany,……

Worked with donors to implement
various projects including



MIDP1, B2000, MIDP2 Projects

•  Mission: Infrastructure rehabilitation and
improvement, Local government reform and capacity
building that support institutional financial and
managerial reform

•  Beneficiaries: Central Level:  MLG, PECDAR. MOF,
MOJ, MPW,PWA,  Local Level (16 municipalities)

•  Time Frame: until 2005



Main Objectives

• 1. Infrastructure rehabilitation in two main sectors
• 1.1   Roads: network development, improving accessibility to
•          villages,
•        Improving quality of existing roads, relieving congestion,
•        improving
•        Service water drainage, and improving maintenance
•        systems
• 1.2  Water and wastewater: Improve water and wastewater

resource   management, improving water supply delivery
systems, improving coverage, and service reliability and quality

•  



• 2. Local government reform and capacity building:
• 2.1 Legal and Institutional: clarifying roles and responsibilities a among

central government and between central and local government

• 2.2 Fiscal and Financial: strengthening central government capacity to
set national investment priorities, improve intergovernmental finance and
revenue sharing system, improve financial and accounting practices,
strengthening revenue basis to match responsibilities

• 2.3 Managerial and technical: Strengthening investment planning,
programming and monitoring, strengthening organizational, personnel, staff
development and training systems, strengthen service delivery, quality and
reliability, improving the maintenance systems



2.1 Legal and Institutional

• 2.1.1        Review LG law
• 2.1.2        Draft all supporting by-laws
• 2.1.3        Propose new formula to clarify roles 

between central government and Local
Government

•  



2.2 Fiscal and Financial

• 2.2.1    Propose new property tax law, and the management of the
•             property by LG
• 2.2.2    Propose intergovernmental transfer system
• 2.2.3    Propose new sources of income to LG to match new
•             responsibilities
• 2.2.4    Enhance and utilize the existing sources of income in LG
•             sector
• 2.2.5    Raise the LG capabilities in investment planning
• 2.2.6    Convert from cash based into accrual based accounting
• 2.2.7    Computerize the financial and revenue collection systems
•             for Better and accurate decision making



2.3 Managerial and technical

 2.3.1 Help LG in developing long term development
            and investment plans
      2.3.2   Review organizational structure, job
                 descriptions, roles and Responsibilities
      2.3.3  Enable the LG to provide reliable services
                 according to standards
      2.3.4  Propose new maintenance system
      2.3.5 Introduce the principles of customer satisfaction
      2.3.6 Introduce GIS as a planning, development and collection

tool
      2.3.7 Develop the IT infrastructure



Progress report
  Objective Activities Status Notes
1.1, 1.2   Completed

(95%)
 

2.1 •  More than 20 bylaws have been
revised and prepared by the legal
committee for approval
 

Some bylaws
has been
approved by
the minister
others are not

The legal committee has been
suspended, for review and because of
the preparation of the world bank
proposed restructuring plan

2.2 •     Several financial bylaws have been
revised and prepared by the financial
committee for approval

•     The Unified accounting system was
purchased

•     Revenue management system
prepared

•   •  In the process
to be
implemented

 
•  In the process

to be awarded
for Impl.

The work of the Financial committee
has been suspended, for review and
because of the preparation of the
world bank proposed restructuring
plan

2-3 •     Several diagnostic studies conducted
•     Three year investment planning

finished in Gaza and Hebron
•     GIS plan and implementation in Gaza
•     Several training courses conducted
•     PAU established at MLG
•     Information technology infrastructure

implemented at (MLG, Gaza, Jenin,)
•     TOR for several studies  in the

tendering phase
 

  The Managerial committee was not
formed yet
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